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TPU500 / 625gsm

Premium Print & Display Satin Popup Banner
Overview
Description
TPU500 has been designed specifically for popup displays with its 625gsm of muscle that not only adds rigidity to
any popup framed system, but also pretty much guarantees that it will remain ‘stayflat’ even with the heavy ink loads
needed to create rich photographic blacks and sharp, vibrant graphics. TPU500 also comes with inbuilt refinement
and efficiency as its crystal textured, scratchresistant surface creates both a beautiful finish to any image printed onto
its white satin coating, and also means that you can speed up your production times with a fast drying product that
doesn’t need any added durability or texture; so you can just ‘print & display’ as there is no need for an overlaminate
in normal use!

Features / Benefits
A refined highwhite satin coating that can accommodate highink coverage for vibrant image reproduction and
punchy colourful prints guaranteed to satisfy your most demanding customers needs.
The scratchresistant textured finish means that there is no need to overlaminate in normal use.
TPU500 has a grey back for minimal show through.
TPU500 is a PVC and polyester mix grey backed banner film designed for point of sale popup displays.
Delivers both quality and efficiency without compromise.
This 625gsm heavyweight adds rigidity to your popup stand an ensures that the media staysflat after printing.

Applications
PopUp Display Banners

Properties
Total weight:

625gsm

Whiteness CIE

C.I.E: 102.2

PVC Formulation

PVC and polyester mix.

Thickness

465mic

Available widths x lengths
914mm x 50m
1067mm x 50m
1524mm x 50m

Core Size(s)
76mm (3”)

Compatibility
Ink Types
EcoSolvent
Latex
Solvent
UVCurable
Papergraphics is a supplier of original and compatible inks for all leading brands. Please contact us on +44 (0) 845
1300 662 for more information.

Suitable for:
Indoor:

Yes

Outdoor:

Yes

Lamination:

Yes

Durability
http://papergraphics.com/en/products/solvent_uvcurable_latex/tpu500
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This product has been designed for indoor and outdoor popup banners. For extra protection in hightraffic areas,
TPU500 can also be laminated with products from within the Stickybits range.

Profiles
Please contact your sales representative for product profiles.
Caveat Emptor: We have conducted inhouse trials on all of our products to make sure they make the grade in
performance and suitability. BUT there are scores of variables in the combinations of software, hardware, print
profiles, speeds and resolution, so we really do recommend that you undertake your own evaluation with your own
equipment to make sure that our products meet your expectations.
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